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Introduction 
There are 4 major components and 2 optional components involved in a BOC deployment. 

Required 

1. BOC Connector 

a. Provides connectivity between the CallManager server and the database.  There may be multiple connectors based 

on size of deployment. 

2. BOC Database 

a. Houses the BOC data and client configuration.  This may reside either on the Connector or on an existing 

production SQL server.  Frequently, the database is configured on the initial connector for setup purposes.  After 

successful testing, the connector is then re-targeted towards a production SQL server. 

3. BOC Watchdog. 

a. Monitors the various connectors and handles errors and updates. 

4. BOC Client 

a. This is the piece which resides on the end user’s machine giving them call control.  It can be either Windows based, 

or web based such as on the Android platform. 

Optional 

1. BOCWeb  

a. Provides the interface between the database and the web based BOC clients such as tablets and mobile devices.  

There maybe one or more instances of this configured depending upon needs.  Typically, there is one for internal 

clients and one for external clients.   NOTE, it is recommended that the BOCWeb configured on the connector be 

used to service internal network clients only.  A separate, properly secured web server should be configured if 

external mobile devices are desired.  

2. BOC Exchange Connector 

a. This is an additional connector providing real-time schedule data to the BOC client allowing the user to view 

availability of a given person on a week by week basis as well as access to contact information. 

 

3. Microsoft Lync Connector 

a. This is an additional no-charge connector providing real-time data to the BOC client allowing the user to view 

availability of a given person and/or optionally transfer calls to Microsoft Lync users. 
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Installation Basics 
You need to define which roles you will run on the machine we are building.   Each role has different installation requirements. 

Prior to the BOC installation, some basic steps should be accomplished. 

Install Windows 2003 or greater to defaults with all of the latest Microsoft Service Packs applied.  This machine should not be a 

domain controller.  It is recommended that all services not specifically required be stopped. 

NOTE: Make certain that Event Viewer is set to overwrite as needed and file size is 2048 bytes or greater. 

Create a folder on the C:\ Drive called BOCIMAGES.  This will be where we save all of the downloaded installation software images.  

Under this, make another folder called BOCClient.  Share it so the end user can install client can be installed from here. 

Download and install Microsoft SQL 2008 R2 Express or whichever version you care to use.  We also recommend downloading and 

installing the version which includes Management Tools. 
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SQL Installation 
We do not provide the SQL installation media.  SQL Express is readily available for download at no charge from Microsoft.  It will 

support between 2500 and 2700 phones depending upon actual call volume.  We support SQL 2005 and later. 

When downloading SQL Express, main certain you select the download with Management Tools.  This will give you SQL Management 

Studio Express which is required to maintain certain settings. 

We recommend installing as a named instance called BOCSQL.  This will be universal across installations and ease in the 

troubleshooting process.  We MUST configure mixed mode authentication and set an SA password.  We recommend making the SA 

password the same as the password for BOC- Admin. 

After the installation, you will need to configure the listeners so the SQL can be accessed. 

 

 

 

These setting are a setup guideline only.  Please secure per you network policies.   
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Pay attention to the highlighted areas.  They are not the defaults.  Generally speaking, we do not use dynamic ports and we force to 

TCP Port 1433.  Also note that all IPs are DISABLED by default and the proper ones must be enabled. In a general sense, TCP Dynamic 

Ports must be blank not 0, and the TCP Port should be set to 1433.  Do not forget to do this in the IPALL section as well. 

Launch SQL Management Studio 

 

  

 

These setting are a setup guideline only.  Please secure per you network policies.  We recommend turning off “Enforce password 

policy” on the SA account in SQL Management Studio to prevent account lockout during deployment. 

Also ensure that any Windows firewall is either disabled or the proper allowances made to pass the required ports.  Specifically, TCP 

port 1433 for SQL and whichever port you choose for Sockets mode in the TAPI GUI.  
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Installation Prep 
Create DNS records for the following. 

 bocdb.<yourdomain>  pointing at the database server IP. (The connector for now) 

 bocstatus.<yourdomain> pointing at the status server IP. (The connector for now) 

 ie…. bocdb.bridgceoc.com 

Download the latest installations from the links in your email into the C:\BOCIMAGES folder. 

At a minimum, you will need the BOC TAPI Connector.  Move the client installs into C:\BOCIMAGES\BOCCLIENT folder.  If you share 

this folder, it will make it easy to do the installation of the clients from here. 

NOTE: If the server is Windows 2008 R2, you will need to enable the .NET 3.5 “Feature” in the Windows Server Manager Tool. 

We’ve included an installation wizard that will check and verify many of the required settings. 
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Install TSP on the BOC Server 
 

Cisco TAPI Driver (TSP) 

You will need to install the TAPI driver from your CallManager Server.  You can download the TSP installation software directly from 

the URL, https://<your CUCM> /plugins/CiscoTSP.exe OR https://<your CUCM> /plugins/CiscoTSPx64.exe 

Or to install from the Plugins link in the CCM Admin interface, log in to your CallManager web interface.  The TAPI driver which 

matches your present installation is found under Application -> Plugins.  

NOTE: Do NOT install the TAPI driver through terminal services.  (NO RDP or MSTSC).  There have been inconsistencies noted by 

many vendors when this is done.  Do it from a console.  The rest of the BOC utilities will install from remote connections just fine. 

These steps are for 8.x/9.x CUCM systems.  For prior versions, see Appendix A. 

 

 

 

Choose the version to match your Connector or Client OS 

version.  If you are running 8.5 Update 1 or greater, you will 

also have the option of a 64-Bit version. 
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Install the TSP using the default installation directories. 

You may answer no to this question…. Enter the IP address of your CUCM server on the next window. 

 

 
Configure using the information from the Call Manager Objects 

document.   The CTI Managers should reflect your Publisher 

and if available, subscriber CUCM. 
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Testing TAPI Connection 
You should validate that the TSP service is functioning before proceeding by running DIALER.EXE.  Dialer is a Microsoft application 

that operates at the same level that we do.  When you see the “Connect Using” pull-down, you should see Cisco devices listed. If you 

do not see anything referencing Cisco, go back and double check the CallManager object creation process documentation.  

Frequently it’s a missed step or a password problem.  If you ONLY see CtiParkDevices, you have not assigned any phones for control 

to our user (BOC-Admin typically).  Normally, you will assign ALL SEP’s in your organization to our user.  If any are missed, you will be 

unable to see status or control that device.  There should never be CTI devices other than the CtiParkDevice. 
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BOC Tapi Settings Wizard 
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If you have difficulty activating, it is usually a result of a proxy 

or content filter blocking access. 

If you are unable to bypass the proxy for the purposes of this 

installation, you will need to cancel this setup wizard and 

launch the BOC Tapi Gui application.  From in there you can 

define proxy credentials. 

 
  

 

Fill in the appropriate information here.  When you are 

done, hit the “Test Connection” button.  If it is successful, 

you may proceed.  If it fails, consult your SQL 

documentation or Database professional.  Basically this 

test is stating whether or not a connection can be made 

to the state database using the stated credentials.  

Common causes of failure are firewalls and/or default 

SQL communications settints. 
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Add in your CallManager information.  Enter a valid extension 

and do the test here as well.  Notice on the bottom, links to 

several resources in the event of a failure here. 

  

 

Verify each of these. 

 

 

These settings enable the system to send email alerts when a 

911 call is placed.  Frequently, these will go to a distribution 

group with a receptionist for emergency personnel direction 

and  someone to speak with whomever placed the call. 

 

Notice the links on the page to download the proper pieces if the tests fail. 

These steps will validate all of the required pieces for a successful BOC Connector deployment. 
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Extensions are pulled automatically.  Supplemental data such 

as extension names and department can be pulled from 

various places.  Choose the one most appropriate for your 

organization. 

 

 

 

And then test. 

 

 

Completed. 

These steps will validate all of the required pieces for a 

successful BOC Connector deployment. 
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Installing the BOC TAPI Connector 
Run the installation you downloaded earlier, SetupBOCTapi.msi.  For the most part the defaults are just fine. 

After the installation completes, reboot. 

Then run the BOC TAPI GUI. 

Enter your license key and accept the agreement when prompted and then click Activate.  Occasionally, you may see an error 

referring to accessing the registry.  If this is the first time the program has been run, you may disregard the error and continue. 

 

Once the GUI is launched, you must configure the server settings before it will function properly. 
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Connector Server Configuration 
The SMTP information is optional, but will keep an administrator abreast of updates and error conditions as they arise. NOTE: We 

recommend that you do not fill out the SMTP reporting until AFTER the install is functioning properly as it can generate a lot of 

emails if you experience installation problems.   The second tab allows CallManager AXL and LDAP integration with Active Directory.  

The box need not be checked however.  The third tab allows the “Forward For” function to also forward all internal calls to another 

extension rather than just external callers.  The 4th and final tab is to configure the TAPI connector to restart nightly at 12:00am.  This 

is helpful with older TAPI installations. 

 

This is the main Tapi Gui Page 

It provides a number of bits of information as well as 

allowing you to start/stop/restart the services. 

 

Click On Settings. 

 

 

 

Configure the SQL Server entries to match this box unless you 

are using an off-box production SQL server. 
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You can choose to get your supplimental data from 

either AXL ont the CallManager or Active Directory via 

LDAP.   

Enable AXL Info Partition Searching should only be 

checked in a multi-tenant situation.   

Do NOT check this unless you are multi-tenant. 

 

The Active Directory connection does NOT require the 

CUCM to be AD integrated.  We maintain our own 

connection.  There simple needs to be a Active Directory 

field populated with the end users extension in some 

form.  If the checkbox for Exact Phone Match is NOT 

checked, we do fuzzy matching.  Example…. Extension 

5206 will match a user who has +1-555-555-5206 in his 

IP Phone field.  You may also chose another LDAP field 

for us to match on.  A common substitution is the 

Telephone number field. 

 

If AXL is chosen we can gather from 2 places.  If the 

Update Type is set to Full, we will attempt to match the 

known extension with telephone number field on a user 

in the End Users table on CallManager. 

If the Update Type of Name Only is chosen, the Alerting 

name is taken from the extension (under Directory 

Numbers) 

 

 

 

These setting will allow you to tune performance and 

behavior.  Normally they are not adjusted unless specific 

issues exist. 
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You can schedule a weekly reboot on a Sunday night by 

checking the box. 

 

The SMTP section is to allow certain kinds of alerts to be sent. 

You can enter a SMTP server to use for this purpose.  It must 

allow us to relay off it.  We can pass authentication if required 

for relaying. 

 

The first kind of alert is for debugging purposes only.  We do 

NOT recommend configuring a System Even Email Recipient 

unless instructed to do so by Support. 

 

You can define an email address to send an alert to if 911 is 

dialed on the system.  We recommend this be a group so that 

multiple people are alerted. 

THIS IS FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANCE ONLY  

and not to be used in place of a proper 911 alerting system 

or Emergency Responder Package. 

  

 

You can define integration between BOC and an external 

XMPP server.  Most commonly this is a Cisco Unified Presence 

Server (CUPS) or a Jabber server.  It is very important you 

follow the section on configuring CUPS integration to get it to 

work properly. 
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Phone Messaging and Paging (PM&P) allows the operator to 

send various sorts of alerts and pages to an end user phone.  

It is very important that you follow the CallManager steps for 

PM&P and have them in place BEFORE attempting to 

configure this. 

The user entered in here MUST have CCM Admin rights.  It is 

not sufficient to assign CCM Admin rights to the BOC-Admin 

user and use that.  When a user is selected, you can enter 

various information and test messaging to the phones. 

Once properly configured, you can enter telephones which 

can receive splash messages when 911 is dialed. 

 

 

Our updating process depends upon a reliable connection to 

the internet.  If you are behind a proxy server and the normal 

Internet Explorer configuration is not working, you can enter 

and validate your proxy credentials here so that the update 

process can happen automatically. 
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BOC Service Menu on the phones 
 

*** This is entirely optional.  It allows the end users to access information via a Services Menu  

• parking lot information  

• change status 

• message history 

• Various address books (AD, My Address Book, etc) 

 

Add the BOC Menu to the phones in the same manner as 

any other phone service in CallManager. 

 

The proper URL is made of the IP address of the 

Connector server and port configured. 

 

EXAMPLE: 
http://192.168.1.1:18675/mainmenu.htm?name=#DEVICENAME# 
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Cisco Unified Presence Configuration 
Integration with Cisco Unified Presence Server (CUPS) is an optional configuration.  For the BOC Connector to integrate with the 

CUPS system, there are 2 DNS SRV records which are REQUIRED.  Without them, authentication WILL FAIL. 

 

The two SRV records will look like this in a Microsoft DNS 

server environment.  Adjust according to your build-out. 

 

  
 

You will need to create a CUPS user for the BOC server.  Do not attempt to use a regular user.  If they try to login, they will collide 

with the server and cause issues.  In addition, our processes will add all of the users in the CUPS server as contacts. 

Authentication is always in the form of xxx@yyy.zzz.  We can only authenticate against the CallManager account if it matches the 

extension.  If you would like to use UPN or email address, you must have our Connector running with the LDAP configuration and not 

AXL. 
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On the BOC Connector server, under settings, fill out the 

Presence tab.  You will need a valid CUPS user to 

connect with.  It is best to create an account specifically 

for this person.  If you use and existing account, it may 

interfere with that users ability to run CUPS on their 

own machine. 

X out to save these changes and restart the service. 

 

Watch the event log to ensure that proper connections 

are being made.  If the DNS is incorrect or you have 

invalid username or credentials there will be events to 

reflect that in the event view logs. 
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BOC Exchange Connector Program 
This document assumes Exchange 2007.  The Exchange Connector can be installed on either the Exchange server or the normal BOC 

Connector server (recommended).  We recommend on the BOC server to simplify administration. 

Run SetupBOCExchange.msi or SetupBOCExchange64.msi depending upon your deployment. 

The defaults are sufficient for most installs.  Upon completion, you will have an icon on your desktop called BOC Exchange 

Connector GUI 
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Go into services and make the Exchange connector run as a valid 

user.  And reboot the server. 

 

Also, check the Telelphony Service and ensure it is set to 

automatic start as well. 
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Fill out each Tab and test. 
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Client Install 

If you shared the client folder from the Connector, you can install the client from there. 

\\bocdb.acme.com\bocclient 

 

After the installation completes, there will be red icon on your desktop called Bridge Operator Console.  When you 

launch it, the BOC Setting Wizard will appear.  You will need your license key to complete.   

Client Settings Wizard 

 

If you’ve previously exported settings 

from another client you can import them 

now.  Then all you need to do is select a 

Extension and a corresponding SEP to 

complete the configuration of this client.  

If you do not, simply click “Next”. 

  

 

Enter the name or IP address of the 

database server.  Please note, this MAY 

not be the Connector server IP address if 

the database is hosted off-box. 

  

 

Select your Extension and corresponding 

SEP. 

At a minimum, this will allow the client 

to run.   The rest of the information is 

optional. 
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If you are on a WAN, you can configure 

settings here. 
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Manually Install TSP on Client for hybrid 

Access  the following URL,  

https://<your CUCM>/plugins/CiscoTSP.exe for 32bit OS  

https://<your CUCM>/plugins/CiscoTSPx64.exe for 64bit OS 

Install the TSP using the default installation directories. 

You may answer no to this question…. Enter the IP address of your CUCM server on the next window. 

 

 
Configure using the information from the Call Manager Objects 

document.   The CTI Managers should reflect your Publisher 

and if available, subscriber CUCM. 
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Testing TAPI Connection 
You should validate that the TSP service is functioning before proceeding by running DIALER.EXE.  When you see the “Connect 

Using” pull-down, you should see your phones listed.  If you do not, go back and double check the CallManager objects creation 

process documentation.  Frequently it’s a missed step or a password problem. 
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Appendix A 

 

 

Install TSP on BOC Server or Console for CUCM 7.x and Prior systems 

 
Access the URL, https://<your CUCM>/plugins/CiscoTSP.exe and run it. 

Install the TSP using the default installation directories. 

You can access it via CCM-Admin web page thru here. 
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Or the URL, https://<your CUCM> /plugins/CiscoTSP.exe 

Install the TSP using the default installation directories. 

You may answer no to this question…. Enter the IP address of your CUCM server on the next window. 

 

 
 

Uncheck the “View CiscoTSP.txt” box and Restart as requested 
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After the reboot, go into the Windows Control Panel and “Phone and Modems “. 

Click on the “Advanced” tab and configure the CiscoTSP001.tsp provider, ignore this error if it pops. 

 

 

 

Configure using the information from the Call Manager Objects document. 
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These should reflect your Publisher and if available, one subscriber CUCM. 

After that, you may click Ok and save out. 

TAPI AutoUpdate 

Go into Windows Services.  We need to make a change to the Telephony service to ensure updates to the TAPI driver on the 

CallManager flow out to the Connector. 

 

 
 

You can then save and restart the service. 
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Testing ODBC Connection 
Verify that the DNS entries are working by pinging bocdb.<domain name> … bocdb.acme.com 

Launch odbcad32.exe.  Go to the System DSN tab and add a new SQL Server connection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Change to SQL Server Authentication 

Give is sa username and password you defined in the SQL 

install. 

 

  

 

Uncheck the Dynamically determine port and force it to 1433. 

The click OK and Next. 
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Click Test Data Source 

  

 

If the connection is successful, you may continue.  If it fails go 

back over the SQL setup steps and verify them until it does. 

 

Double check firewall settings on the machine as well.  We 

recommend disabling the firewall until the product is set up 

and verified working.  At that time you can turn the firewall on 

and begin the lockdown and allow process. 
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